A and E be n × n matrices and B = A+E. Denote the Drazin inverse of A by A D. 
INTRODUCTION
A necessary and sufficient condition for the continuity of the Drazin inverse (to be defined in the next section) was established by Campbell and Meyer in 1975 [1] . They stated the main result: suppose that Aj, j = 1, 2,..., and A are n × n matrices such that Aj ~ A. Then A D -~ A D (where A D is the Drazin inverse of Aj) if and only if there is a positive integer J0 such that core rankAj = core rankA for j > j0 (where core rankA = rankA k, k = Ind(A), the index of A defined as the smallest integer k > 0 such that rank A k = rank Ak+l).
In the same paper, they also indicated two difficulties in establishing norm estimates for the Drazin inverse. First, the Drazin inverse has a weaker type of "cancellation law" and is somewhat harder to work with algebraically than Moore-Penrose inverse. Also complicating things is the fact that the Jordan form is not a continuous function from C '~xn -~ C nxn and the Drazin inverse can be thought of in terms of the Jordan canonical form. Due to these reasons, they thought that it would be difficult to establish norm estimates for the Drazin inverse similar to those for the Moore-Penrose inverse, as was done by Stewart [2] . 
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, the following definitions and notations will be used. C n stands for the n-dimensional complex space and C ~xn stands for the set of all n x n complex matrices. TO(A) and j~(A) denote the range and the null space of A, respectively. Rank A denotes the rank of A. We will write [[.[[ for the spectral norm.
Let A E C nx~ with Ind(A) = k and if X E C '~xn such that 
II(/-F)-lll < 1 -llFI-----~"
books by Ben-Israel and Greville [10] and
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SPECIAL CASE
In this section, we will prove Banach-type theorem and perturbation bounds for the Drazin inverse in some special cases.
First, we give a necessary and sufficient condition such that B D has the simple form (3.1), as shown in the following theorem. PROOF. It follows directly from Theorem 3.1 that 
IIA~'II < IIB~'ll <

+ I[EADII --
Notice that B v -A D = -BDEA D, then
IIA~'II 1 -IIEADII"
EA D = B (A D -B D) = (A + E) (A D -BD) .
Hence, i.e~
IIBD -ADII >
IIA~II -
and we complete the proof. PROOF. The upper bound was proved in [5] . We need only to show the lower bound of (3.12).
Note that EA D = B (A D -B m) = (I + BA D ) A (A D-BD). (3.13)
Taking the norms on both sides of (3.13), we obtain
Before ending this section, we give an example to show that the lower bound of (3.12) is a sharp one. 
GENERAL CASE
I[BDB--ADA][ < (AO) t IIE(l)ll(1-(AD) t IIE(/)II) IIADAII -[1-(AD) t IIe(/)ll(1 + IIADAII)] 2
_~ (AD) t [IE(/)H[1-(AD) t IIE(I)II(1-IIADA]I)] 1 -(An) t I[E(/)[[ (1+ IIADAI[)
By a direct computation, we have 
= -BDEA D + B D (Bt) # (A t + E(1)) (I-AA D) -(I-BDB)A t (At) # A D = -BDEA D + B D (Bt) # E(1)(I-AA D) + (I-BOB) E(l)(Al) # A" (4.5)
and
BDB -ADA = BDB (I -AA D) -(! -BB D) AA D =(Bl)# E(I)(I_AAD)+(I_BBD)E(I)(AI)# " (4.6)
Taking norms on both sides of (4.5) and (4.6) and using Lemma 2.1 and 2.3, we arrive at (4.3) and (4.4). | 
REMARK. Note that HE(l)H --<
/ -~i =0X"~I-1 CiHAUi"E"l-izl, , ii i, ,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have discussed more thoroughly the norm estimates for IIBDII, IIBDBII, lIB D -ADII/IIADII, and IIBDB -ADAII/IIADAII, i.e., we have answered the hard question of Campbell and Meyer in [1] .
